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max
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is bou~~lcd by I, then the number of nonzcro cocfficicnls
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correctness follows form the nhovc corollary.

Q(at, “2, .... a,, O,O, .... 0) where

complctc

r < 1. Observe that if only the first r i /ni ‘S arc nonzcro,
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= r < I, and th,erefore

Q(a1, ...( fzp 0, 0, . .. . 0) = 0 . Hence, Q(a) dots not contain

the description
for finding

of our algorithm,

In or&r

lo

we include an

integer roots.

5. An Algorithm for Finding Integer Roots

with less than 1 variables.

(b) By a straight

forward

determinant

evaluation,

In Figure 2, we present an algorithm

the

for finding

in Q(a) is exactly 1. This

total degree of each monomial

efficients.

fact, together with (a) above implies that any monomial
in Q(a) is of the form nap
)...I k},and

ISI =I.

integer roots of polynomials
We will need the complexity

in order to estimate the complexity

where

in Figure I.

ieS

~frp~~r:A black-box

containing

ourput: ~11 the monomials

a r-sparse polynomial

appearing

in f(x),

in II vnriablcs.

and their cocfficicnts.

Algorithm:
Step I: Evaluate

the Ipolynomial

at points Ui = (2’, 3’,..., pi), for i = 0, I, 2, .. .. 2t - 1.

Let vi be its value at igi.
Step 2: Let k be the rank of the f x t matrix

V defined by (V), = Vi+j-2.

Step 3: Solve V 1= S, where (V), = vi-i, (Il)i = pi-*, and (S)i = ~i~k-1 .
k-l

S&p 4: Determine

the roots ml, .. . .. mk of the polynomial

.s~Pp 5: Factor mi 7 :!nv’2...p,“’
SOIVC

(a); ~: Ilj , and

Ma =
(V)j

v

m to dctcrminc

IO clctcrminc

A(z) = xk + clizi.
i=o
the monomi;ils prcscnt the gitcri

IIIC c~Mficicnls

polynominl.

of Ihc given l~~~lynomi:rl, WI~CIC(M)ij -- ,111

Vi 1 .

k

Figure I.
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(Loos, 19X3)
with integer co-

of this algorithm

of the algorithm

Sparsr I’olynoniial lntcrpoli~lioa Algorithm

S/P/> 6:

of

ml- I

various monomials

.%{I,2

Ti-k?? WC see that

.

dcnotc this polynomial

occurring

set

matrix.

The above argument

CJcarly, dct( I’,) is 3 polynomial

any monomial

of noi,

is infact the square of the dctcrminant

a Vantlcrmondc

~‘orollary:

then rank(V,)

the cocfficicnt

given

Integer Root Finding Algorifhm
A manic polynomial

Input:

U(Z)

E Z[z],

dcga(z)

=

t,

whose roots arc bounded by B in absolute value.

Outpnr: The set of all integer roots of a(z).
Algorithm:
Step I: Evaluate the discriminant A of the given polynomial a(z).
Step 2: Find the smallest prime p such that p does not divide A.
Step 3: By exhaustive search, find all roots of a(z) mod p. Let S be the set of roots of a(z) mod p.
Step 4: Let Sn = S, and compute the set
,
i+l
Si+* = {(CL+p2b,) modp’
1tl E Sj, u = a(a)/p2’, v = (a’(a))-’
the dcrivntivc of u(z),

mod p2’, 6, = - uv mod p2’) , where a’(z) is

Sff71 5: Find the smallest i such that p2’ ’IS larger than B, and output the set of all intcgcr roots of a(z) from
tllc

set

si.

Figure 2.

the linear systems. Steps 2, 3,4, and 6 determine the

Let us briefly discuss the complexity of the algo-

comptcxity of the above algorithm.

rithm prcscntcd in Figure 2. If u(z) has degree t, then

The complexity of

these steps can be reduced by using specialized algoA < B”(‘2) , and it can be computed in U(t”) steps. Since
the product of primes less than 1 is at least eWI , we can
find a prime p which is at most O(t2 log B). Observe that
1S,] 2 t. Computing St, takes U(pt) steps. Computing
.Si+t from Si takes O( 1Sil (t + log p + i)) steps. Thercfore, the number of steps taken by this algorithm on an
nlgcbraic RAM is O(t3 log 8).

rithms. Steps 2 and 3 can be performed in O(t2) arithmetic operations by using Berlckamp-Massey algorithm
(Blahut, 1984). Root fjnding in Step 4 can bc accomplished in O(t2( log’t + log nrt)) arithmetic steps using the
algorithm of Pan and Ricf (1987). If implemented in this
way, our algorithm for sparse multivariatc polynomial
interpolation takes no more that. O(t2( log2t + log nd))
steps on an algebraic RAM.

6. The Number of Steps Taken by the Algorithm on the
Algebraic RAM

7. A Tight Lower Bound on the Number of Evaluations

First WCanalyze the algorithm as prcscntcd in Figure 1, and then we indicate how to improve the com-

A nonaduptive interpolation algorithm is an interpolation algorithm which selects the points of evalu-

plexity. The rank in Step 2 can be determined in O(t3)

ations depending only on the given bound, t, on the
number of monomials. In contrast, an adaptive algo-

steps. The resulting system can be solved in Step 3 in

rithm may evaluate the polynomial at some points and

U(f3) steps. In Step 4, each root of A(z) is at most
20(dn log n)
, therefore B 5 2°(dn’og *) . As a consequence,

then choose the next evaluation point depending upon

all roots of A(z), can be found in O(t3dn log n). The lin-

the values attained by the polynomial at previous points.

car system in Step 6 can be solved in 0(t3) steps.
Therefore, the whole algorithm takes no more than

In this section, we prove that any nonuduptive algorithm

O(t3dn

for sparse polynomial interpolation must perform 2t
evaluations in the worst case. Observe that our algorithm, which is nonadaptive, matches this lower bound.

log n) steps.

In the nbovc analysis, WChave usctl the straight
forward :rlgorithnrs for tlcicrmining the rank. and solving
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In fact, this bound holds cvcn for univariate

discussed at length in the full paper). In light of this fact,

polynomials.
Theorem : Any nonndaptivc polynomial interpolation algorithm which tlctcrmincs a t-spnrsc polynomial in II
variables must perform al Icast 21 cvatuations.

WChave the following, somewhat surprising, result:
Lemma: Given n black-box containing a polynomial
f(x) in II v:lria~~lcs with all cocfficicnts positive, thcrc is
a r~J~‘(rr, 1, J)-lime algorithm for dctcrmining P(x) whcrc
cl, and I arc the (unknown) tlcgrcc, and the (unknown)

Proof: Consider the univariatc cast. Suppose I:hc in-

number of monomials appcnring in f’(x).
Proof: Try the algorithm of Figure I for t = I, 2, 3, ... .

tcrpolation algorithm cvalun te the given t-sparse
polynomial at I< Zt,points ut, u2,..., ul . Construct the
polynomial p(x) = n(x - U~I. Observe that

The theorem of Section 4 provides the desired stopping

p(x) = C a,~’ has a’rhost I + 1 nonzero coefficients. De-

rule. If dct( VI) > 0, but det( V/+1) = 0 , then t = I. 1

i=O

The following lemma may give some useful infor-

LI/ZI

mation in the general case, but it falls short of providing
a stopping rule:

definition, p(x) = p*(x) - p2(.x) , and i,(x) is f-sparse.
However, pt(uJ =p2(ui), for i- 1,2,...,I. n

Lemma: If the rank of VI is k, then the number of nonzero coefficients in P(x) is either exactly k, or it is at least
21- k.

In the light of this theorem, our algorithm is the best
possible, as far as the number of evaluations arc conccrncd.

Proof: Follows from the fact that the cigcnvalucs of a
symmetric matrix intcrlcnvc the cigcnvalucs of any principal minor. 8

8. The Case When No Upper Bound on The Number of
Monomials is Known

9. Discussion and Related Open Problems

In case 1 is not known, WCcould try t = I, 2, 3, ...
but we would not know when to stop. Of course, (if the

The following lemma implies that in order to cheek
if a univariatc t-sparse polynomial is identically zero, it
is sufficient to evaluate it at any points i+ > 0, for

degree of f(x) is known, then) we could use Schwartz’s
(1980) test to check probahilisticalfy if the polynomial
obtained for a particular value oft is in fact equal to

i=l23 , 3 ,***,t *

Lemma (see, for example, Evans and Isaacs, 1976): Let
A be a k x k matrix given by (A)ii = .xlr/‘,where xi > 0 ,

P(x). Is there some way of rnaking this test
deterministic?

and ri are positive integers, for i = I, 2, .... k. Then, A is
nonsingular.
It follows that in order to cheek if two univariatc t-sparse

Can we use the theorem of Section 4 in case no
bound r on the number of nonzero monomials 3sgiven?

polynomials are identical, it is sufficient to evaluate them
at any 2t points I+ > 0 , for i = I,2 ,.,., 2t. In other words,
the values at thcsc 2t points uniquely detcrmincs a

It is known that the problem of determining th’e exact
number of monomials in P(x) given by a black..box is
#P-Complctc (Kaltofen 19861). Howcvcr, it dots not
prccludc the possibility of a dctcrministic algorithm
which dctcrmincs the number of monomials I in f’(x) in
lime 1”(‘) . Intlccd, the pcrrnancnt of a O/I matrix can
bc evaluated in time polynomial in its value (Gal and
Brcitbart, 1974).

univnriatc r-sparse polynomial. Picking the specific valucs of idi, as WChave done hcrc, cnablcs us to reconstruct
the polynomi:rI from thcsc points. Can one cfficicntly
reconstruct :I univarialc t-SpilrSC
values at any set of 2t points’!

It turns out that one can nor dctcrminc the number
of monomials t in P(x) in time t ‘)(I) (this point will bc
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polynomial from its

Rational funct iohs give rise to another intcrcsting

Ccncralizing our results above for the cast of finite
Fields WCcncountcr two major problems. The tirst problcm is finding a rcplaccmcnt for the evaluation points so
that later on WCcan rccovcr the actual monomial from
its value at these points. The second problems arises

interpolation problem. Dcfhc a t-sparse rational func-

tion to y Y(X) = -f$$- , whcrc n(x) = ~oJ~,
b(x) = cbc4

and

_ Then, in order to chc%‘if a t-sparse ra-

tional tMction is zero, it is sufficient to evaluate it at t
points, x = 1, 2 ,..., t, and hence check if the numerator is

from the need to solve polynomial equations over the finite field. Here there arc effrcicnt probabilistic algorithms
but WCdo not know efftcicnt deterministic algorithms

zero identically. Now consider the problem of checking
if two t-sparse rational functions q(x) and Y(X) arc equal.

when the characteristic of the field is large.

By using the above lemma, WCcan conclude that it is

Let G/Q), 4 = pk, p prime, be the finite field with

sufficient to evaluate these rational functions at 2t”
points x = I ,2,..., 2t2 . Can this bound hc improved?
What is a good lower bound?

9 elcmcnts, and let P(x) E GF(q)[x] be a polynomial of
dcgrcc at most d having at most t monomials. First two
of the following three casts can bc dealt with by our
tcchniquc using only 21 evaluation points:
Very Large Q: If the characteristic of the field is very big,
2ndr
, WCcan USCthe algorithm for the zero
say, p> 3

The prnblcm of dctcrmining (interpolating) a
c-spnrsc rational function, given a black-box for cvaluating it, is a problem that we have not been able to solve
satisfactorily. Suppose we are given a black-box for
evaluating T(X) = -4-d
where a(x), and h(x) arc as
b(x) ’
dcfmcd above. Furthermore, assume that ji, ri 5 d and
d is given. Suppose it is known that the rational function

characteristic case, using the same evaluation points as
before. Since p is so large, WCarrive at step 4 of our algorithm, with the polynomial A(z), whose coefficients are
integers much smaller than p. Therefore, computing
module p, we get the same polynomial as before. This
follows immediately from the fact that the product of the

r(x) takes on values ri at points Xi, for i = 1, 2, ... , k.
Then, one way of solving the interpolation problem

first n primes is less than 3”.

would be to solve the following system for a sparse vector:

We can now avoid the problem of finding the roots
of polynomials over tinitc fields whcrc only efficient
probnOilistic

algorithms arc known, by finding the roots

of our polynomial A(z) over the real numbers just as WC
2
d
I .x1 XI . . . .x1 rI
I
.,
..

rlxl

rIx1

2

x2 x2' .,. .xf r2 r2x2 r&
..
..

1 “k

..
..
xi

I..

*.

.*

.,

.. ..
..
d
. . . xk rk rpk

. . . ‘2x2

..
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Very Smnll 11:If the charnctcristic p is small, say,
polynomial in nllt, then WCcan find roots of polynomials
in GF(qk) dctcrministically using Bcrlckamp’s algorithm

= 0.

41

..

. . . rkxk

did in the zero characteristic case

d

(Rcrlckamp, 1970) that rcduccs the problem to solving
polynomials over the the prime field GF(p), where a

111
. ..
L

hd

straight forward search can be used. The old evaluation
points arc useless in this case and we replace them by
picking evaluation points from extension fields.

-

Any solution of this system with at most k/(2t) nonzero
components will give enable USto compute r(x) efficiently. The general problem of determining if there is a
sparse vector in the null space of a given matrix, is
known to bc NP-Complctc.
rithm for this special cast?

Using the algorithm due to Adclman and Lcnstra
(l986), we dctcrministically find an irreducible
polynomial j(w) e GF(q)[wf of degree at lcast e = 2nd.
WC will use evaluation points in

Is there an efficient algo-
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c49)Cw]/l/(w))-GF(4’)~G~~~~~)

. Note that if our

Coppersmith, and Scot Hornick pointed out that, in
principle, an adaptive algorithm can dctcrmine a t-sparse

polynomial P(x) is given by a polynomially long straight
lint program, instead of a bl,ack-box, then this computation rcquitcs only polynomially many field operations in

polynomial with only t + I evaluations. Erich Kaltofcn
and Lakshman Yagati pointed out that the complexity

GF(q), and can also be done fast in parallel.

of our interpolation algorithm is dominated by the complexity of the root finding algorithm.

Without loss of generality we may assume that
(7> n, (otherwise first extend the ground field by an extension of dcgrce log n). Let at, ... , a, be n distinct points

The second author would also like to thank Richard
Karp for pointing out the work of Grigoricv and

in Gi;(q). As our evaluation points we pick

Karpinski (1986).

q((w
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i=O,I )“.) 2t-
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